Creating Value from Oil Sand Tailings
Corporate Presentation June 2022

A New Environmentally Sustainable Technology

Disclaimer
The information provided in this presentation is provided as of June 8, 2022 for informational purposes only,
is not complete, is based (in part) on information prepared for internal evaluation purposes and may not
contain certain material information about CVW CleanTech Inc. (“CVW CleanTech" or the "Company"),
including important disclosures and risk factors associated with the information disclosed in this presentation
and an investment in CVW CleanTech. This presentation does not take into account the particular investment
objectives or financial circumstances of any specific person who may receive it and does not constitute an
offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction. The contents of this presentation
have not been approved or disapproved by any securities commission or regulatory authority in any
jurisdiction, and CVW CleanTech expressly disclaims any duty on CVW CleanTech to make disclosure or any
filings with any securities commission or regulatory authority, except as required by applicable securities
laws. See Slide 3, “Forward-looking Information" for additional advisories.
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Forward-looking Information
Certain statements included in this presentation of CVW CleanTech Inc. ("CVW CleanTech" or the "Company") constitute forward-looking statements and information within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws (collectively,
“forward-looking information”) that reflect the current expectations of management about the future results, performance, achievements, prospects or opportunities for CVW CleanTech, including statements relating to the discussion of CVW
CleanTech’s research and development and commercialization plans; the advantages of the Company's technology; the timing expectations for commercialization; the timing expectation for making an investment decision and proceeding with
potential detailed engineering and construction of facilities and related factors; the Company's ongoing engagement with Indigenous communities and other stakeholders; the Company's ongoing investor outreach campaign; the Company's
ongoing evaluation of financing opportunities, including grant and financing opportunities from applicable government programs and entering into funding agreements related thereto; and the expected next steps for the Company as
described in this presentation. This forward-looking information generally can be identified by use of forward-looking words such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “estimate”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “project”, “should” or “continue” or the negative
thereof or similar variations.
Forward-looking information in this presentation is for the purpose of assisting shareholders and others in understanding certain key elements of CVW CleanTech's financial results and business plan, as well as the Company's objectives, strategic
priorities and business outlook, and in obtaining a better understanding of our anticipated operating environment. Readers are cautioned that such forward-looking information may not be appropriate for other purposes.
Forward-looking information, by its very nature, is subject to inherent risks and uncertainties and is based on many assumptions, both general and specific, which give rise to the possibility that actual results or events could differ materially from
our expectations expressed in or implied by such forward-looking information and that our business outlook, objectives, plans and strategic priorities may not be achieved. Macro-economic conditions, including public health concerns (including
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic)
and other geopolitical risks (including the war in Ukraine), the condition of the global economy and, specifically, the condition of the crude oil and natural gas industry, and the ongoing volatility in world markets may adversely impact oil sands
producers' program plans, including proceeding with an investment decision in further project activities or any final investment decision with respect to commercialization, which could materially adversely impact the Company. In addition to
other factors and assumptions which may be identified in this presentation, assumptions have been made regarding, among other things: the condition of the global economy, including trade, public health (including the impact of COVID-19)
and other geopolitical risks (including the war in Ukraine), including the fact that any estimates of project next steps, as well as the detailed engineering and construction period may be affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, the condition of the
global economy and commodity prices, in particular crude oil prices; the stability of the economic and political environment in which the Company operates; the success of the ongoing project activities; the ability of the Company to enter into
commercial contracts with oil sands producers, including Canadian Natural, and to achieve commercialization of the CVW™ technology, including the anticipated scope of such commercial contracts; the ability of the Company to enter into
commercial contracts with other strategic partners in relation to building and operating facilities, as required; the ability of the Company to retain qualified staff; the ability of the Company to obtain financing on acceptable terms, including
available grant and financing opportunities from government programs and finalizing funding agreements for such government programs; the translation of the results from the Company's research, pilot programs, FEED project activities, postFEED project activities and studies into the results expected on a commercial scale; the belief that the Company's technology will provide important environmental and economic benefits that will assist with the recovery of a resilient and
sustainable energy industry in Alberta and Canada; the anticipated timing for the completion of detailed engineering and construction once all post-FEED project activities are completed and a final decision to proceed has been made; future oil
and zircon prices and the impact of lower prices on activity levels and cost savings of oil sands producers; the impact of increasing competition; the ability to protect and maintain the Company's intellectual property; currency, exchange and
interest rates; the regulatory framework regarding royalties, taxes and environmental matters in the jurisdictions in which the Company operates; and the ability of the Company to successfully market its CVW™ technology.
The forward-looking information contained in this presentation is based on the results of CVW CleanTech's research, pilot programs, FEED project activities, post-FEED project activities and related studies and commercialization efforts described
in this presentation. The Company has not commercially demonstrated its technologies and there can be no assurance that such research, pilot programs, FEED project activities, post-FEED project activities and related studies will prove to be
accurate nor that such commercialization efforts will be successful, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those expected or estimated in such forward-looking information. As a result, we cannot guarantee that any
forward-looking information will materialize and we caution you against relying on any of this forward-looking information. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking information.
The information contained in this presentation does not purport to be all‐inclusive or to contain all information that shareholders may require. Shareholders and prospective investors are encouraged to conduct their own analysis and reviews of
the Company and of the information contained in this presentation. Without limitation, prospective investors should consider the advice of their financial, legal, accounting, tax and other advisors and such other factors they consider appropriate
in investigating and analyzing the Company.
Certain other information contained in this presentation has been prepared by third-party sources, which information has not been independently audited or verified by CVW CleanTech. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made
by the Company as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this document, and nothing contained in this presentation is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation by the Company.
The forward-looking information contained in this presentation describes our expectations as of June 7th, 2022 and, accordingly, is subject to change after such date. Except as may be required by Canadian securities laws, we do not undertake
any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information contained in this presentation, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are expressly
qualified by this cautionary statement.
Additional information on these and other factors are disclosed elsewhere in this presentation and in other reports, including the Company's financial statements, management's discussion and analysis and news releases, filed with the securities
regulatory authorities in Canada from time to time and available on SEDAR (sedar.com).
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CVW CleanTech in 2 minutes…
The oil industry will be an important source of energy for decades to come
Canadian Oil sands have committed to Net-Zero and are already reducing CO2,
with emissions down 38% since 2016
Alberta Directive 85 obligates oil sands producers to clean up froth treatment
tailings
CVW Cleantech completed front-end engineering, validation and optimization
A generic plant could produce between $230-$355M in revenue/ upstream
savings and adjusted EBITDA* of $185-268M, with up to 6 possible locations
based on internally prepared scenarios
How we split the economics is the current focus
Strong financial & regulatory support from Federal and Provincial Governments
CVW CleanTech’s technology is financially robust and economically achieves
ESG goals

* Please refer to slide 10 regarding non-GAAP measures and Adjusted EBITDA
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Why Hydrocarbons are part of our global future
 Vaclav Smil says to reduce CO2 by 50% relative to 2010 or 30B tonnes this is the type of action
required just in transport:







Transport is the major consumer of oil, 65% in Canada.
Globally in 2021 there were 1.4 billion motor vehicles on the road
Approximately 1% are electric
600M electric vehicles would need to be added in 9 years
That is 66M a year more than 2019 total electric car production
Plus we would need 12,000 electric planes that do not exist yet

Products including propane,
asphalt and petro-chemical
feedstocks
Transportation
including gasoline,
diesel and jet fuel

Other including heavy
and light fuel oil

 Your company CVW CleanTech is 100% behind living more and more sustainably but the transition
will require constant improvement over many steps and many technologies for many companies
 We are all better off if we have responsible oil producers; Canada can lead the world on this and
with the 3rd largest reserves globally it is a good place for our technology
Source: The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (https://www.capp.ca/oil/uses-for-oil/)
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The Opportunity: Creating value from Oil Sands Tailings
The world’s 3rd largest oil reserves

A mining footprint of less than 1%

Significant portion of GDP

Canada’s oil sands contain over 170B
barrels of oil, producing over 3M
barrels/day of Canada’s total 4.7M (64%).

Oil sands cover an area greater than
142,000 km2, mining footprint is only
1,030 km2 (0.07%) .

The oil sands industry represents 3% of
Canada’s and 17% of Alberta’s GDP.

Major Job Creator

Comparison to Global Emissions

Industry has strong ESG Goals:

The industry creates over 200,000 jobs
(direct and indirect) – $12 billion of
capital investment is forecast for 2022

Annual oil sands emissions of 83 Mt CO₂e
are 0.15% of global emissions

The oil sand industry has an emissions
goal of “net zero by 2050”

CVW CleanTech wants to, can and will help!
CVWTM technology can partially address the Net-Zero goal and recover over $700 million of lost oil each year
Sources:
1. Industry statistics per Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) Frequently Used Statistics;
2. CVWTM oil recovery and values per Company estimates
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How CVW CleanTech can help decarbonize this industry
Recovers valuable commodities


Bitumen and solvent



Critical minerals zircon and ilmenite

Reduces / avoids tailings and pond emissions


Methane/GHGs, VOCs, SOAs

Reduces operating and environmental costs


Carbon credits



Pyrite and NORMS mitigation



Tailings management

Fills a gap in tailings management


Reduces tailings in ponds



Progressive remediation



Improves final deposition characteristics



Improves water quality for recycling

Creates value


Recover and recycle lost hydrocarbons



New minerals industry



Integration efficiencies



Emissions credits

Demonstration piloting of CVW™ technology
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CVWTM Value Proposition: Key Metrics for a Generic Site*
Significant material opportunities exist upon integration
Below is an estimate of the potential benefits for a typical project incorporating CVWTM Technologies

CVWTM Technology

•
•
•
•

Bitumen: ~2m bbl/a
Naphtha: ~270k bbl/a
Zircon concentrate: ~70k tpa (containing 75% zircon)
HiTi/chloride ilmenite: ~160k tpa

•
•
•
•
•

GHG emissions credit: ~500,000 tpa CO2e
Tailings rehandling reductions: ~1.5 million tpa
Heat Integration: ~2 million GJ annually
Water-use reduction: ~2 million m3 annually
Other potential savings: Pyrite removal (acid rock
drainage mitigation), NORMs removal, land-use
reductions

* CVW CleanTech has tested tailings from most oil sands operations and has developed estimates for a generic site based on aggregate results
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CVWTM Value Proposition for Oil Sands Companies:
Potential economics for a Generic Site

$130 - 235 million

$100 - 120 million

$ 230 – 355 million

Potential annual revenue per facility

Potential upstream savings

Potential total annual revenue

$550 to $950 million

$45 - 87 million

$185 - 268 million

Capital cost

Production and royalty expenses

Adjusted EBITDA

WTI : $60 US / bbl

Heat integration savings: $3 US / GJ

Exchange rate: $ 1US = $1.28

Methane emissions credit: $170 CAD / t

Zircon: $1,500 US / t

Tailings rehandling cost: $20 US / t

(Bitumen, Solvents, Minerals)

Key assumptions:

(Carbon levy, tailings rehandling, heat integration)

Adjusted EBITDA is a non GAAP financial measure and refers to earnings determined under International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization. This
should not be construed as an alternative to net income as determined in accordance with IFRS. EBITDA does not have a standard definition under IFRS and may not be comparable to similar measures
presented by other issuers.
Management believes adjusted EBITDA is a meaningful measure to describe the incremental cash flows associated with operation of a generic plant with the key assumptions noted above. It does not capture
additional cash outflows that could occur depending upon the eventual ownership and operating structure of the plant, or further costs that could be necessary refine the plant design, including intellectual
property development. Adjusted EBITDA includes estimates for royalty expenses on bitumen and mineral production. Adjusted EBITDA does not include possible costs involved in raising capital, through debt
or equity that would be required to move ahead with the project. The capital construction costs could vary significantly, depending upon the oil sands customer’s specific site characteristics, ease of
integration to existing operations, and customer preferences to phase construction into components or complete as one phase. The rates of return could also vary dramatically depending upon the sources of
capital ultimately used to finance the project. Internal modelling has assumed a 50 year life for these oil sands projects, based upon disclosure of typical reserves. In addition is not know whether a commercial
transaction can be agreed or what the terms of the transaction could be.

This is just for a single site! The technology could be deployed at multiple sites
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CVWTM technology is closely aligned with industry and
government priorities
Climate
Leadership

Oil Sands
Competitiveness

- 2030 Emissions Reduction Plan

- Net Zero Pathway Alliance

- GHG/methane reduction
- VOC and SOA reduction

- Alberta Directive 85
- Lower carbon intensity

- Water conservation
- Low carbon minerals

CVW TM

- Lower operating costs
- Increased recoveries
- Value-added by-products

Economic Growth and Diversification
-

Canada’s Mineral and Metals Plan – Action Plan 2020

-

Alberta’s Mineral and Mining Plan – Action Plan 2021
- New minerals industry
- New jobs; new exports
- Clean tech; infrastructure
11

The company has invested over $90 million and government’s $20 million
to develop CVW™ technology; IP is protected by 21 patents
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CVWTM Technology Development Milestones
Integrated
demonstration pilot
for CNRL, Suncor ,
Syncrude, Imperial

On-site minerals
and bitumen
recovery pilots at
Syncrude
Regina minerals
research and
piloting facility

IP Portfolio of 21
patents

Bitumen
recovery pilot
at SGS; solvent
recovery at GTI

CVW Horizon Validation
& Optimization (CNRL)

Joint project engineering
agreements with CNRL

Research

$3.5M Alberta
Government
grant

CVW Horizon FEED
(Stantec)

Development
$5M Alberta
Government ERA grant

$6.9M Federal
Government
grants(SDTC/NRC)

Global Petroleum
Show Environmental
Innovation Award

COSIA Tailings Roadmap
priority ranking
Canadian Council of
Academies endorsement
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Independent
environmental benefits
(Delphi/CRIN)

Deployment
$10M SDTC grant
$5M ERA grant
$2M CGP grant
$5M CRIN award
CVW Horizon joint
economics reviews

Name change to
CVW
CleanTech; New
Board/Investors
Commercialization
Planning ,
Government
funding
discussions

Creating a New Minerals Industry
Titanium and zircon classified as “critical”
minerals
Life-style enhancing in emerging economies
Increase with GDP and infrastructure
investment
High demand and shortages driving prices
Mature supply base, lack of investment
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CVW CleanTech Management and Board
Management

Experience and Education

Darren Morcombe
President & Interim CEO

Normandy Mining, Newmont Mining;
BA

Ingrid Meger
VP, Finance & CFO Corporate Secretary

PwC, MNP;
CPA, CA, BComm

Dr. Kevin Moran
Executive Vice President & CTO

*Syncrude Canada;
PhD Chem Eng, MBA, PEng

Niel Erasmus
Vice President, Mineral Sands

*Amec, Anglo American, Iscor Mining;
PEng

Scott Nelson
Senior Advisor

IBM, Eurosov PLC, Hess Corp, Amoco, Dome Petroleum, Irving;
CPA, CMA

Director

Background

Other Boards

Darren Morcombe, Chairman

Natural Resources, Micro-Cap Investment

Foran Mining

John Brussa

Corporate Law, Governance

Crew Energy, Crown Capital Partners…

Bruce Griffin

Mineral Sands, Project Financing and Execution

Sheffield Resources

Moss Kadey

Private Investor

Brita GmbH

Jennifer Kaufield

Clean Tech, Venture Finance

TransGlobe Energy

John Kowal

Oil Sands, Technology, Finance

Magnetic North Acquisitions
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For additional information please contact:
Dr. Kevin Moran

Darren Morcombe
Chairman & Interim CEO

Executive Vice President and Chief Technology Officer

Tel: 403-460-8135

Tel: 403-460-8135

pr@CVWcleantech.com

Kevin.Moran@CVWcleantech.com

Head Office: Suite 800, 736 – 8th Ave. SW, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 1H4
www.CVWcleantech.com

TSX Venture Exchange symbol “CVW”

CVW CleanTech is an Associate Member of the Resource Diversification Council; a Member of the Alberta Chamber of Resources, the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, the Zircon Industry Association (“ZIA”), and
the Clean Resource Innovation Network (“CRIN”). The Company’s shares are listed on the TSX Venture Exchange (“TSXV”) under the symbol “CVW”.

CVW CleanTech wishes to gratefully acknowledge past funding from Emissions Reduction Alberta (“ERA”), Sustainable Development Technology Canada (“SDTC”), the Government of Alberta and the National
Research Council Canada and the recent grant funding awards from CRIN, Environment and Climate Change Canada’s Low Carbon Economy Fund, Natural Resources Canada’s Clean Growth Program and
continuing funding by ERA.
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CVW CleanTech Corporate Profile
Capital Structure (June 7th, 2022)

Value

Shares Outstanding

115.5M

Equity Awards

9.5M

Warrants

12.5M

Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding

137.5M

Share Price

C$1.41

Market Capitalization (Basic)
Director and Management Share
Exposure

C$162.8M

Shares / DSUs
/ RSUs
(Millions)

Options/
Warrants
(Millions)

Total Share
Equivalents
(Millions)

Ownership
(Fully diluted)

Moss Kadey

13.4

1.1

14.5

10.7%

Darren Morcombe

6.1

3.9

10.0

7.4%

John Brussa

1.2

1.0

2.2

1.6%

Other Directors and Management

3.1

3.3

6.4

5.5%

Total

23.8

9.3

33.1

25.2%
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